
Hardvertising.

I used to say advertising was soft.

Coming into the industry after many years 
of blue collar labour, I knew what a hard 
day on the job looked like. I’d hauled bricks 
all day, dug sewer trenches on icy mornings 
and slogged away at the kind of relentless, 
back-breaking work that earns you a VB. If 
you’ve met me, I’ve probably told you about 
it… I tell everyone.

That’s why I was always a little embarrassed 
to be in the ad game.

My hands went soft, I started to care 
about what kind of coffee I drank, 
and generally became what we would 
scientifically classify on a building site as: 
‘a fucking wanker’. If you’ve met my Dad, 
he’s probably told you all about it. He 
tells everyone.

But having worked at this crazy game 
of creating something from nothing 
for all these years, my opinion has 
changed somewhat.

Andreas Smetana invited Paul Nagy to  
share his thoughts on surviving the industry 
at the top.

When you first start in the ad game, the 
hours are long (if you’re doing it right) and 
the stuff you get to work on is usually the 
shit no one else wants to work on, but the 
exciting world of parties, innovation and 
personalities you get exposed to is dazzling.

In the creative field, however, you quickly 
get your first bloody nose. And it hurts, 
make no mistake.

Pitching a creative idea is taking something 
very personal and offering it up to the 
real world for judgement, and often that 
intimate act is met with negativity, ridicule, 
or worse… the feeling that the things 
inside you aren’t good enough. I now have 
a grey beard, and a calloused imagination, 
but I still feel the fear every time I present 
something from the heart.

But if you can weather that storm, 
sometimes, those things you reveal from 
inside become magical. Something your 
friends talk about on the weekends. 
Something that can take you all over 
the world. Something that can change 
the world.

This is the real drug of the advertising 
industry… the high you keep chasing. 
Conjuring ideas. A direct, tangible 
demonstration of the power of your mind. 
Once you’ve made that electric, conceptual 
connection, and held on while it gathers its 
own life force and momentum, taking you 
who-knows-where, well… The desperation 
to repeat that experience can drive people 
to great things, and it can drive people to 
great self-harm.
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Creative Opinion

It’s an addiction, and like any addiction, 
idea junkies can find themselves in 
unhealthy situations. We mentally push 
ourselves to breaking point without rest. 
We rely on crutches like alcohol to switch 
off or in the hope it will offer inspiration. 
We become playthings for faceless cowards 
on cancerous industry blogs who gleefully 
rip both us, and our work, to shreds. 
And we do all this knowing that to the 
vast majority of the creative community, 
rejection is the rule, rather than the 
exception. It’s a “No” industry. Only a rare 
few enjoy consistent success.

So it’s mentally tough and this still only 
highlights the bricks and mortar of what 
we actually make… it’s the environment 
that is even more demanding. Advertising, 
by its nature, is a mind game. That is true 
for a brief and a blank sheet of paper, but 
also true for every other facet of agency life.

It’s a daily war of attrition where you’re 
armed only with your mind. You have to 
be constantly ‘on’ to succeed in a world 
where we are surrounded by incredible, 
always-on minds all trying to do exactly the 
same thing. >
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In this endeavour, I have sometimes had 
to be brutal with the people I work with, 
and sometimes, they have had to be brutal 
with me. I have had many conversations 
that ended in tears – sometimes because 
I had to deliver something difficult, 
sometimes because they were sharing a 
personal difficulty. It’s not something you 
think about much when you first become 
a manager, but being able to talk directly 
to people about their personal hygiene, 
inappropriate behaviour or mental health is 
vitally important if you want to be a good 
leader, but it’s also an incredibly stressful 
and difficult burden to bear. I don’t think 
I’ve ever lost a friend in this regard, but I’ve 
certainly lost close friendships. All of that 
is tough and never leaves me – like an ugly 
tattoo on my character.

And that’s just at work.

This is a job that packs itself up and 
comes home with you every night. In the 
shower you’re trying to solve briefs; while 
you’re trying to listen to your wife or 
kids, you’re really thinking about whether 
or not everyone at the agency thinks 
you’re a pretender; and if that window 
of wakefulness creaks in the middle 
of the night… well, this job can rip it 
open, consigning you to a long night of 
thoughtful dread and self-doubt. Have I 
made the right call? Am I doing the right 
thing? Will I let them down? Will it work? 
What. The. Fuck?

Well, I do anyway. It is an ever-present, 
lurking anxiety… a mild sickness you smile 
through – kinda like a hangover – because 
we’re all in it together. 

It’s dangerous, this mental game of 
chicken. I think we all know that, but I 
think we also believe that to make this 
magic with our minds, we’ve gotta live a 
little dangerously.

So no, advertising is not soft. It’s bloody 
hard. And before I write another word, 
I’d like to point out that all the above 
observations are from a man’s point of 
view… it is immeasurably harder for 
a woman. Really think about that for 
a second.

It’s an addiction, and like any 
addiction, idea junkies can find 
themselves in unhealthy situations.

Is it all worth it?

The short answer is, yes.

Through advertising I have made things 
I am incredibly proud of and met friends 
I love. I get to mentor amazing people 
and watch them grow into extraordinary 
individuals. I get to enjoy immensely 
rewarding relationships with inspiring 
peers and clients built on trust and respect. 
Through this job I have seen the world, met 
famous and interesting people, and created 
a life for my family that I genuinely never 
dreamed I’d be able to provide.

Now if I can just live to enjoy it…
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